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“We are deeply upset at Secretary Zinke’s announcement today. The Secretary failed to take the time to listen to the
very people who know best what is at stake at Bears Ears and ignored overwhelming support in Utah for the
monument. If the Administration proceeds in attempting to shrink the monument, we could lose funding potential,
proactive management, and law enforcement resources for the land that would no longer be included in the monument.
Within those lands sit some of the state’s richest biodiversity, hundreds of thousands of important Native American
artifacts, and sites sacred to Native Americans and beloved by so many more Utahns.
The Secretary’s recommendation isn’t about doing what’s best for Utah. It’s not about the nuances of the Antiquities
Act or differing views on land management. It’s about appeasing political allies and special interests; it’s an illegal
move to turn back the clock one hundred years on tribal relations and Utah’s economy.
President Trump should ignore this hasty report and should visit with the people who live here in San Juan County. He
should review recent polling that suggests the vast majority of Utahns, including voters on both sides of the aisle,
support the monument. If the President does act on Secretary Zinke’s suggestions, we are prepared to defend protection
in court. However, Native American Tribes, Western governors, and anyone who cares about public lands should be on
notice now—Native American citizens in Utah demand to have a seat at the table and be treated like everyone else
when it comes to strengthening our communities, building an economy, and sustaining our cultural traditions. A threat
on Native American participation in our democracy, is a threat to all Americans.”
###

Utah Diné Bikéyah (pronounced di-NAY bi-KAY-uh) is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization that works toward healing of
people and the Earth by supporting indigenous communities in protecting their culturally significant, ancestral lands.
UDB provides critical tools, training, and technical support to the five Tribes—Navajo, Hopi, Zuni, Ute Mountain Ute, &
Uintah Ouray Ute—who led the call to protect the Bears Ears cultural landscape as a national monument.

